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The capture of a target electron into a bound projectile state induced by the elec- 
tromagnetic field of the fast moving projectile is calculated within the impulse approxi- 
mation using the impact parameter description. The cross section is shown to decrease 
with (In E)2/E at infinitely high projectile nergies E. 
1. Introduction 
The high-energy treatment of electronic processes i a 
problem of current interest in atomic collision theory 
[1]. In the case of K-shell ionisation, theoretical 
investigations were stimulated by experiments carried 
out with proton beams in the GeV region [2], and 
the measured increase of the cross section compared 
to a nonrelativistic theory could be explained when 
relativistic effects were included in the calculation. 
For rearrangement collisions, in contrary to exci- 
tation or ionisation processes, the cross section shows 
a strong decrease with projectile energy [3], thus 
making the detection very difficult at high energies. 
Therefore, the investigation of relativistic effects for 
charge transfer is more of theoretical interest. Es- 
pecially the energy dependence of nonradiative lec- 
tron capture at asymptotically high energies has been 
an open question. In the present paper we shall 
concentrate on this process and do not consider the 
radiative capture which actually is dominating at 
high velocities [4]. Using a nonrelativistic descrip- 
tion, it was shown [1, 3] that the second-order term 
in the Born series falls off with E-11/2, while the first- 
order term behaves as E 6, thus indicating the im- 
portance of higher-order effects. The impulse approx- 
imation is an adequate higher-order theory for charge 
transfer in fast collisions as it contains no spurious 
target-projectile overlap terms [3], and leads also to 
an E-11/2 behaviour [5] in the nonrelativistic case. 
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Alternatively one might consider an eikonal-type ap- 
proach (cf. Eichler and Chart [6]). 
Relativistic calculations have up to now only been 
carried out in the first-order Born approximation [73 
and show an asymptotic decrease with E - t  [8]. 
Actually, there exists a classical relativistic calcu- 
lation of the second-order term along the lines of the 
Thomas model [8, 9], in which an E-3 decrease with 
energy was found. This would lead to an asymptotic 
dominance of the first-order term, in contradiction to 
what is expected for rearrangement collisions. In this 
paper it will be shown by a consistent relativistic 
calculation within the impulse approximation, that 
the dominance of the higher-order terms is re- 
tained. 
A relativistic description of charge transfer must take 
into account the appropriate transformation of the 
projectile field into the target rest frame. This leads to 
an additional magnetic field which becomes impor- 
tant for high energies, and which is responsible to- 
gether with the (transformed) electric field, for the 
increase of the cross section in the case of ionisation 
[2, 10, 11]. Furthermore, the transformation of the 
projectile wavefunction i to the target system differs 
from the nonrelativistic case due to the spinor prop- 
erty of the relativistic wavefunctions. As the impulse 
approximation includes interactions with both the 
target and the projectile it is not possible, like in a 
first-order theory, to avoid the transformation of 
both wavefunctions and interaction field by the 
choice of a suitable reference frame. These transfor- 
mation properties are established in Sect. 2. 
0340-2193/80/0298/0013/$01.40 
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Starting from the exact amplitude for charge transfer 
the impulse approximation is introduced in Sect. 3, 
together with an additional peaking approximation 
as in the nonrelativistic case [12]. 
From this the asymptotic energy dependence of the 
cross section is derived (Sect. 4). 
2. Relativistic Formulation 
Let us consider the transfer of an electron from the 
target (charge Z2) to the projectile (charge Z1) in 
systems where Z~ <Z 2. In this case the prior form of 
the impulse approximation which includes an infinite 
number of electron-target interactions has to be used 
[5]. In the semiclassical (impact-parameter) descrip- 
tion the transition amplitude for an electron initially 
bound in a target eigenstate ~g(r,t) to a projectile 
bound state @(r',t') is given by the covariant form 
[13] 
1 dr(@(r,t')r -1) a f i=~Idt  ~ -' , 
9 (-eTA'e(r',t')T 1)@i(r,t) (2.1) 
where T is a spinor transformation which transforms 
a wavefunction from the projectile rest system (r', t') 
into the target flame (r, t): 
~(r, t) = r~'(r', t'). (2.2) 
The wavefunction ~)(r', t')= ~}-'(r', f)7o describes an 
exact solution of the three-particle problem, i.e., an 
electron in the field of the projectile and target nuclei. 
The matrices Yo as well as 7 ~ in the definition of the 
3 
electromagnetic potential Z~_p = 2 7UA~ are intro- 
/ z=0 
duced to demonstrate the invariance of (2.1) under 
the Lorentz transformation (we use the conventions 
of [133) 
,r ,+(:)' 
1 0 (2.3) 
A= 0 1 0 /  
v/c 0 0 
7 = (1-  v2/c 2)- ~ and the z-direction is chosen along v. 
This implies that the projectile moves along a 
straight line with impact parameter b. The projectile 
field -eA' ,= V[J)uo is simply given by the Coulomb 
t 2 t field Vp=-Z le  /r, such that the transformed field 
Ap(r, t)= TA~(r', t')T-1 can be obtained by means of 
(2.3): 
Vp(r, t) = - eToAP = - e(Ao - ~A) 
= - 7Z 1 e2/r'(1 - c~v/c) (2.4) 
where 9 are 4-matrices composed of the Pauli spin 
matrices, for example, 
The transformation matrix T for free particles is 
given by [13] 
T= (l~2ff-)~('TV/Cl ~- l~y~z) '=T  + (2.5) 
and the inverse transformation is obtained by means 
of T -1=70T7o or equivalently T- l (v)= T(-v). As 
shown in Appendix A, (2.5) describes also the trans- 
formation between any solutions of the Dirac equa- 
tion, provided that the application of (2.5) is followed 
by the coordinate transformation (2.3). This means 
that when (2.3)-(2.5) is inserted into (2.1), the tran- 
sition amplitude is still exact. 
3. Impulse-Peaking Approximation 
in the Relativistic Case 
In the impulse approximation the exact eigenfunction 
~I is replaced by a superposition of target Coulomb- 
eigenfunctions ~q,s with momentum h k weighted 
with the momentum distribution of the bound pro- 
jectile state OI: 
4 
@(r,t)= ~, ~dqdcoq(Of(r,t), qs(r,t)) ~q,s(r,t). (3.1) 
s=l  
Here, qs is a free state of momentum q and energy 
h~oq (as given in (3.4)), and s=1-4 denotes the spin 
and particle/antiparticle degrees of freedom. Use has 
been made of the completeness relation of the spinor 
4 
amplitudes of qs, ~ u+(S)u(S)=l. The brackets (.,.) --q q 
s - -1  
denote an integration over space and time. The ad- 
ditional energy integral is introduced for convenience 
and can be carried out by means of the b-function 
from the time integral in the overlap term of @ 
and qs. 
The evaluation of this overlap term can be simplified 
by using the representation f the projectile state 0f 
= Tt)) in the projectile frame and by introducing a
complete set of free states k~ such that T acts on a 
free state: 
4 
(O]'(r',t')T, qs(r,t))= ~ ~dkd~o 
a=l  
q-! r ! ! t t +t  ! -(Oy (r, t ), k~(r, t ))(k~ (r, t ) T, qs(r, t)). (3.2) 
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In the impulse approximation the transition ampli- 
tude for charge transfer can thus be written as an 
integral over the product of three terms, the Fourier 
transform of the final projectile state, the overlap of 
plane waves in the two different frames, and the 
ionisation matrix element of the target bound state 
under the projectile perturbation: 
4 r 
_IA 1 v" c +, , +, uf~ =~ Z., ~dqdo3q Z [dkdco(t)f ,k~)(k~ T, qs) 
s=l  a=l  
9 (~ ,  ~, ( -  eAe)  ~,,). (3.3) 
We proceed with the evaluation of these terms. The 
free state is given by [14] 
k; (r', t') = u~  (2 n) - 2 exp (ik r' - i mt') 
- l/ 2ek ~k~ mc2 ] % (3.4) 
where k(a)=k for the particle states a=l ,2  and -k  
for the antiparticle states a= 3,4. e~ is a 4-dimen- 
sional unit vector with the element 1 standing in 
position a. ek is the relativistic energy (m2c 4 
-]-hak2c2) ~. Applying T together with the space-time 
transformation (2.3) we obtain for the second term 
dt dr(Tk'~(r', t')) + q~(r, t) 
= k~kfn+(a) T1j(s'ioik• ,'~ ~ki '~- -d-  ~)l)kz - -  (,Oq) 
9 62(q• k• 6(q~- (D~v lc  2 - -  kz'~). (3.5) 
Thus the integrals over k and COq are trivial. The first 
term in (3.3) can be written in terms of the Fourier 
transform fly(k) of the projectile state 
dr' dr' O~'(r', t')k'~ (r', t') 
= (2 n)~ a (Er - co)(~ (k)U(k~)). (3.6) 
When (3.5) and (3.6) are inserted into the transition 
amplitude (3.3), the integrals over k, ~o and coq can be 
carried out immediately. The only dependence on a is 
contained in the spinor amplitudes "(O)-k, such that the 
spin sum is easily evaluated by means of the com- 
pleteness relation. Then the transition amplitude re- 
duces to 
1 k a)~=~ f dq(t) ~f (k) Tu~))e 'q~b 
S=l  
9 ~ dte ilh(EIl~+~vq=-Edt 
(l~q,s(r)] Ve I~(r)) (3.7) 
k• = q• k~ = q J7 - Ef v/(hc 2) 
with V e from (2.4). The energies Er and E~ of the 
projectile and target bound state, respectively, are 
relativistic energies including the rest mass. In the 
nonrelativistic limit (7~ 1), k--*q-mv/h and the en- 
ergy phase reduces to (~ i -q -  89  where 
e I and e~ are the nonrelativistic energies, thus yielding 
the same result as obtained in the nonrelativistic 
theory by means of a Galilean transformation. 
The further evaluation proceeds along the lines of the 
nonrelativistic theory [12]. Using the Fourier repre- 
sentation of the interaction potential 
1 1 [dSeis• 
r ' -2re  2 a7  (3.8) 
and changing variables in the q integral to q'z = q J7 
-Eyv/(hc2), q~L = q• we obtain from the time integral 
in (3.7) the momentum transferred to the electron 
q'z = sz - (E y - Ei/7)/(h v) - qo. (3.9) 
We make use of the fact that the Fourier transform 
OI(q') is a rapidly decreasing function of q', and take 
(s) outside the q' the ionisation matrix element and Uq 
integral at the minimum momentum transfer q'= %% 
given by (3.9). Thus we neglect he transversal com- 
ponents of q in the ionisation matrix element (and 
(s) Uq ). In the nonrelativistic case this peaking approxi- 
mation was found to be quite good in the high- 
velocity limit [15]. Here it is even more justified be- 
cause of the large projectile velocity, a large longitu- 
dinal momentum qz is required both to reduce the 
argument of Oy and to ensure momentum conserva- 
tion, whereas the transverse components q• can be 
neglected. By means of this approximation one can 
carry out the integral over q' analytically, in addition 
to further simplifications in the evaluation of the 
ionisation matrix element. From this one gets 
+ t iq lb  Ie(qo)=_ ~ ~ dq' ~ y (q )e I dte iv~(q;-q~ 
=(2n)3/alv ~ dze- iq~ ) (3.10) 
with R' = b + ze Z. If a nonrelativistic wavefunction is
used (for a light projectile) this expression reduces to 
. -  b2~/2 K~(b l /~+q2)e~ IP(qo) = 4 V 2n v(2~, + q2)~ 
__ ~"p + =I  (%)% (3.11) 
for a hydrogenic projectile ls state, where K 1 is a 
Macdonald function and Zl=ZleZm/h.  2=1,2 de- 
notes the two spin degrees of freedom. For the higher 
projectile states, fe(qo) can be expressed via recursion 
relations by the functions K~ und K o. 
It is convenient to change variables in (3.8) by means 
of s'~=7s z, s~=si ,  and we obtain by inserting (3.8)- 
(3.10) into (3.7): 
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IA__ Zle2 4 ds' e_i~,b(iP(qo) Tu~) ) 
af i -  27c2ih7 s=iZ ~,2_(s, 
-<Oq,,s(r)l eis'r(1 --O:zV/C ) 10i(r)>. (3.12) 
This is the relativistic extension of the formula for the 
charge transfer amplitude from Amundsen and 
Jakubal3a [12]. As shown in Appendix B, also this 
expression can be reduced to a two-dimensional in- 
tegral which has to be carried out numerically. The 
sum over s includes antiparticle states as intermediate 
target eigenstates ~bq~,s (originating from the com- 
pleteness relation of the spinor amplitudes) which 
will become as important as the particle states when 
v ~ c. One should note that the momentum of Oq~,s i  
given by hq~ = 7(hqo + E fv/c 2) = - (E I/7 - Ei)/v § hs' z
which is centered around Ei/c~mc for v~c. This 
means that the momentum is finite for 7--~oe and 
does not increase like 7my as is expected for a 
relativistic particle moving with velocity v. This 
somewhat paradoxical result is due to the fact that 
not only the energy of the final state, when seen from 
the target frame, increases as 7Ey, but also does the 
width of its momentum distribution, so that the 
required momentum transfer emains approximately 
constant. The broadening of the wavefunction in 
momentum space is, of course, just an effect of the 
Lorentz-contraction in coordinate space. Con- 
sequently one cannot take k~=0 in (3.7) as the de- 
finition of q~ in Oq~,s which would lead to q~Tmv, 
and which was used as an approximation in the 
nonrelativistic ase [5]. Instead it is important to 
choose the momentum transfer (3.9) as the defi- 
nition of q~ so that this divergence is compensated. 
For an occupied initial subshell, the total transfer 
cross section is obtained by means of (3.12) 
o-= 2re ~ bdb ~ ]afil 2 (3.13) 
0 i,f 
where one has to sum over the electronic initial and 
final magnetic substates. 
4. High-Energy Limit 
As the projectile nergy E=Mpc27 is proportional to 
7 the asymptotic behaviour of the transition ampli- 
tude is more readily expressed in terms of 7 (7 ~ oo) 
than in terms of v (v--*c). For large 7, the impulse 
approximation as well as the peaking approximation 
should be very good such that the formula (3.12) can 
be used to study the high-energy behaviour of charge 
transfer. 
Using the fact that qz (and qo) is finite for 7 ~ oo and 
that (1-~)~bz(r):#0 because the large component 
dominates in ~b~, the ionisation matrix element is 
independent of 7 in the limiting case. Also IP(qo) 
remains finite as the integral in (3.10) exists and is 
independent of 7. The term Tu~S~ increases with 7 89 
since r -+ (7/2)89 + cq). 
From this, the behaviour of the s'-integral can easily 
be extracted. Introducing spherical coordinates ', 
x=c~ (Ps' we have 
2~z oo 1 
MS; !, ds' j l dX  1 _(NI)/c)2 ~S,2__( tXI)/C) 2 -- ! d(p~, 1 (4.1) 
and thus a further divergence at v--, c since the re- 
maining integrand is finite at x - -+1.  The contri- 
bution from the singularities at x = _+ c/v for v-> c is 
In (1 -  v/c) which increases like In 7. The fact that the 
main contributions come from x= +_1 where the 
transverse momentum transfer s~ is zero, is indeed 
consistent with our peaking approximation. Adding 
up all contributions, we obtain ali~7- 89 This 
behaviour is not affected by the integration over 
impact parameter, such that the total cross section 
for charge transfer decreases with energy correspond- 
ing to 
a~(lnE)Z/E, E ~m.  (4.2) 
This logarithmic dependence arises from the be- 
haviour of the Coulomb potential in momentum 
space. It is not present for a screened (Yukawa) 
potential. A similar logarithmic asymptotic be- 
haviour is well known for ionisation (see i.e., [10]), 
and since the impulse approximation, which is well 
established as a high-energy approximation, contains 
the same matrix element, the result is not very sur- 
prising. It differs from the second-order result ob- 
tained by using the relativistic Thomas model [8, 9] 
which decreases with E -3, and also from the 1/E 
behaviour of the Brinkman-Kramers theory. It con- 
firms the nonrelativistic result, that the second-order 
term asymptotically decreases lower with energy 
than the first-order term. Actually, this slow decrease 
with projectile energy becomes only apparent for 
extremely high energies (in the GeV region [8]) 
where the cross section has decreased by many orders 
of magnitude. 
It should finally be remarked that in a real experi- 
mental situation the projectile charge will ultimately 
be screened by the neighbouring atoms of the target. 
Thus, the E-dependence will then change from (in E)2/E 
to lIE (density effect). At what energies and in which 
way this change actually will take place, however, is 
not clear even in the simpler case of ionisation (see 
i.e., the discussion by Tawara [16]). 
To conclude, we have extended the nonrelativistic 
formulation of the impulse approximation by a con- 
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sistent treatment of relativistic effects, including the 
appropriate transformations of the Dirac spinors and 
the interaction potential into the target rest frame. As 
already pointed out by Shakeshaft [8] the inclusion 
of relativistic effects leads to an increase of the cross 
section. A rough semirelativistic estimate following 
the lines of this paper suggests a ten percent cor- 
rection to the nonrelativistic result at energies of the 
order of 100MeV, where the cross section is already 
far beyond experimental detection. In evaluating the 
relativistic impulse approximation at high energies, a
behaviour of (ln E)2/E was found for the capture cross 
section. Although this result differs from the nonre- 
lativistic estimate, it stresses again the importance of 
higher-order effects in the theory of charge transfer. 
We should like to thank E. Eriksen for a clarifying discussion. 
Appendix A 
We prove that the matrix T in (2.5) describes the 
correct transformation of any solution of the Dirac 
equation from the projetile frame to the target frame 
by showing that the transformed wavefunction is a 
solution of the transformed Dirac equation. 
Let r t') be a solution of the Dirac equation in the 
projectile frame 
O,l,'(r',t') (~ ih ~" c~V'+f imc 2 Zle2~ St' - r' ] r (A.1) 
where for simplicity we consider only the action of a 
Coulomb field on the electron. Then we claim that 
the transformed function 
O(r, t)= 1 t 1~} O'(r', t') (A.2) 
is a solution of the Dirac equation in the target 
frame' 
ih Or (~c~V Zte2 -- + flmc2-- ?~-(1--o:~v/c~r Ot 
(A.3) 
To this aim we apply the space-time transformation 
(2.3) to (A.3). Using O/6t=7~/Ot'-TvV~, and V~= 
- ?(v/c 2) ~3/&'+ 7V~,, (A.3) turns into 
ihT(1-c~v/c)~3~(~rt,'t) 
= (Tc~f;+~c(~-v/c)  R,+flmc 
Zle  2 
- -  7~7-(1 - -  ~v/c)) 0(r, t). (A.4) 
Inserting (A.2) for O(r, t) and expressing the derivative 
0r t')/~?t' by means of (A.1) it follows after a short 
calculation that (A.4) reduces to an identity, which 
proves our statement. 
Appendix B 
In this appendix we evaluate the transfer amplitude 
(3.12). We confine ourselves to a light projectile and 
describe the projectile state 0} by a nonrelativistic 
function ~0)ex (2 = 1, 2). The initial state r however, 
must be described by a relativistic function even for 
small Z2, since it enters the matrix element for the 
transition to a target state Cqz,s which is characterised 
by the relativistic velocity w Orthogonality between 
initial and final states thus requires both functions, 
t)q~,s and r to be relativistic. The relativistic Cou- 
lomb wave ~q~,s does not exist in closed form, and 
one has to describe it by means of projection on 
angular momentum eigenstates Kj,~,m, of momentum 
~c. To this aim we introduce the complete set 
oo 
~'~ ~ dFl~Cjll~ml)(tC.hlxmll=l 
j l l iml  0 
such that 
0 jJ. 11ml 
where 0~m,~, is a target eigenstate of angular momen- 
tum j~,l~ and magnetic quantum number m~. The 
momentum-normalised free state ~cjm~, is given by 
[14] 
~:;, l,,,,(r) = ~c (2 /~)  ~ 
8~-}-mC 2 . . 
. ~ ~ ,, / (B.2) 
with I'~ =2j r -  11 . Y;Zm(Q) is a spherical harmonic spin- 
or .  
When inserting the expansion (B.1) into (3.12) the 
sum over s can be carried out by means of the 
completeness relation 
4 
E (el Tu~) ~ dru; (s) e-'q'~K;,,,~,(r) 
s=l  
--iqzz =e + T~dre ~cjmm,(r ) (B.3) 
and the overlap integral is easily evaluated if one uses 
the partial wave expansion of exp(-iq=z) such that 
the angular integration can be performed ira- 
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mediately. One finds with the help of the orthogo- 
nality relation of the spherical Bessel functions 
r 2 drj~(qr)ja(q'r) =~/(2q 2) 8(q - q'): 
0 
ef r ~ dr e -iq: tc~h,.~(r ) 
= 8([q=[-~c)P~(Gj~llrnl)P;~(x,jll~m~) _(1 +7) ~ 
4n~c 
(8m~,r +( -  1)*~ + ~-~,. , ,  _~5z, 2) 
]~  q~ It 1 9 1 1 
2g~ 
1+~ ?v/c(21; + 1)~]/e~-mc2 [/ 2e~ ( ) ' I~  (/;89 [089189 (B.4) 
where the brackets denote Clebsch-Gordan coef- 
ficients. This overlap integral is only nonvanishing if 
Iraqi=89 which can be traced back to the fact that the 
momentum of G:(r) lies in the z-direction, due to the 
peaking approximation. 
It remains to evaluate the matrix element 
x r M= <~a,hm~( )l ei*'*(1 -%v/c)I~,(r)>. (B.5) 
As the target eigenstates ~/,(r) are given in the angular 
momentum representation [14] 
(p(r)= (f~t(r) Y~u.(~2) 
\i g:, (r) Y~'m (f2)] (B.6) 
it is again convenient to make a multipole xpansion 
of exp(is'r) for the sake of the angular integration. 
Characterising ~(r) by Jz, lz and m 2 and making use 
of the fact that % mixes the large and small com- 
ponents of ~, 
one obtains 
M = 4 ~ ~ i ~ Y~*(f2s, ) Mjlm(S' , K) 
lm 
M ju~(s' , ~c) = F[ ~) VV~u ~ + iv/c 
9 (F[2)Ajtm(l;,/2)- F[3)A3,,~(11, l'z)). (B.8) 
F[ ~ denote the radial integrals 
oo 
F[ 1)= ~ r2drjl(s 'r) 
o 
9 [f:*,~(r)f~t~(r ) + g]l/,(r) gj~,~(r)] 
F(21 e r2 = J drj~(s'r)g*dx(r)fj~,2(r) 
0 
o0 
F[3)= ~o r2 drj'(s'r)L*t*(r) gJ2t=(r) (B.9) 
and the coefficients W~z,. and A~m(l,,12) are the 
angular integrals 
9 ) =(_l)~+ml(4~z ) 1j1jz l(J2m 1 j~) ~ 1 jl 
2 -m ml y 0 - 
=( ~- ' '  - " ' r~t2( l~_  '~0-;) -1 )  (4n) JaJ2 \0 
.~ (1 I2 _~_p)  (m . -rnlJl mI~_#) 
( 1 ) 
9 12 ~ J2 (B.10) 
# m2 - -#  - -m 2 
if l, +l;  +l is even, and they vanish otherwise. The 
brackets denote Wigner 3j symbols and f=(2 j+l )  ~. 
Because of this parity selection rule either Wjz m van- 
ishes for a given l, or Ajl~(l'l, 12) and Ajm(ll, l'2) be- 
cause/'~,2=/1,2 -+ 1.However, as the transition ampli- 
tude contains a sum over both l and 11, the contri- 
butions of the electric field (proportional to Wju,) and 
of the magnetic field (proportional to Ajz,, ) add co- 
herently. 
The radial integrals can be evaluated analytically 
for hydrogenic wave functions [17J. For a 1 s~ initial 
state, they are expressed by the real and imaginary 
part of 
oo 
Io = ~ drr~+~2jt(s'r)e-~~ -iv,271 + 1, 
o 
- 2itcr) 
nk (~y F(71+72 +I+ 1) 
-2F(1-+-3/2) (ao +i(s ' -  K)) ~+~+I+I 
"F2(71+72+l+ l; l+ l, 7~-iv;21+2,27~ + l; 
2is' 2i~ 
ao+i(s'-tc)' ao+i(s'-tc)] (B.11) 
where 
y, =]/q,+~)2_ (Z2 e2/hc) 2, 
O:o=Z2e2m/h 2, v-=Zze28~c/(hZc21r 
and ~F~ and F 2 are confluent and Appell hyper- 
geometric functions, respectively. F2 can be further 
reduced to a finite sum of hypergeometric functions 
2 E, [18]. One obtains 
F~O) = No(I/1 +rnc2/~ ]/1 +72 Im{eir 
- ]/-1 - mc2/e~ ]/1 - 72 Re {de/o}) 
FI(2)=No 1/1 -mc2/G ]/1 + Y2 Re {ei~ Io} 
F[ 3)= -No 1/1 +mc2/e~ 1/1 -~2 Im{ei~to} (B.12) 
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with 
N o = ( - i)l~(2 re)- ~ (2 ~ o) ~2 + 89 (2 K)~ e ~ ~/2 
IF(v~ + l +iv)l 
l /F(27z + 1) F(27~ + 1) 
and 
e eir T(Jl+89 for jl=lt+_89 
71-iv 
We introduce spherical coordinates in the remaining 
s' integral in the transition amplitude (3.12), accord- 
ing to (4.1). Then, due to the peaking approximation, 
the integral over the angle qG, can be carried out 
analytically since the matrix element Mi~r,(s',~) in 
(B.8) is independent of qG,: 
2r~ 
f d~s ,e - iS 'bV l -x  2 cosq~s, y ,  (O  
0 
=(- i ) lmtVrc (2 /+ l  ) -~Pz"(x)Jlml(s'b]/1-x 2) 
(B.13) 
where Pz m is a Legendre polynomial and Jlml a Bessel 
function. Thus the calculation of the transition ampli- 
tude (3.12) reduces to the numerical evaluation of a 
two-dimensional integral: 
1 
af i _ .4 2Zle2 ! ds' ~ldX 1 
il l 'h? - 1-(xv/c) 2F(q~ 
9 ~ ~ PX(Iqzl,jlllml)~i~-Lml 
ill1 ml= --+89 Im 
9 ] / (2/  ( l -m) !  m , .2 , + P, (x) Jl l(s bl /1 -x  )MjMs, 
v 
(B.14) 
When carrying out the sum over the angular mo- 
menta, one has to keep in mind the selection rules from 
the angular integrals (B.10) and that, due to the large 
momentum transfer for high v, only the lowest l- 
values contribute appreciably. 
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